THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL’S VISIT
TO MARKING CENTRES
The Department of Basic Education is responsible for the administration and conduct
of the National Senior Certificate (NSC) examination for all Grade 12 learners in the
education system. Public examinations in South Africa are legislated by the Policy
and Regulations for the Conduct, Administration and Management of Assessment for
the National Senior Certificate.
Since its implementation in 2008, significant progress has been made to standardise
examination systems and processes across all Provincial Education Departments
(PEDs) to ensure a credible exit examination for all candidates at public and registered
independent schools. The Regulations are intended to ensure that the principles of
assessment, viz.: validity, reliability and fairness for all candidates are upheld in all
processes in the examination cycle.
One such key process is the organisation and marking of candidates’ scripts after the writing of the examination.
Marking reliability is essential to ensure that markers’ application of the nationally agreed marking guidelines is
accurate, consistent and fair to all candidates in a high stakes public examination such as the NSC.
The outcomes of this examination are used by candidates to gain entry to higher learning or to access other training
or employment opportunities. The NSC outcomes are also used as indicators of teachers’ and schools’ performance
at provincial and national levels, as well as to monitor examination standards over time.
Given the high importance of marking the learners’ scripts, the Director- General, Mr HM Mweli began his
monitoring of marking centres throughout the country. The main purpose of the visits is to affirm the hard work of
the officials and teachers at marking centres and to learn from his engagement so that future marking processes
may be strengthened. The Director- General’s visit to Western Cape Province is featured.

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL’S VISIT TO
MARKING CENTRES IN GAUTENG
The marking of the 2017 National Senior certificate
is in full swing across the country. In addition
to the 140 marking centres located in the 9 Provinces, the Department of Basic Education (DBE)
has established a National marking centre for the
centralised marking of selected small enrolment
subjects. Centralised marking of small subjects
was piloted in 2015 in two subjects and since then
the number of subjects centrally marked have increased. This year the DBE will centrally mark 15
small enrolment subjects comprising 4 Non language subjects namely: Music, Dance, Agricultural
Technology and Agricultural Management Practice
and 5 first additional languages and 6 second additional languages
Basic Education Director-General, Mr Mathanzima
Mweli, visited the centralised marking centre located at Waterkloof high School in Pretoria on 07 December 2017, to observe and monitor the quality of
the marking processes. The Director-General also
took the opportunity to address a team of markers
including chief markers, internal moderators and
examination assistants and encouraged them to
keep maintaining the standard of NSC Examination processes.
The rationale for centralising the marking of the
identified subjects is to pool the limited capacity
and expertise in these subjects from all provinces
to ensure consistency, standardization and rigorous moderation in the marking of these subjects.
According to the Centre Manager, Ms Hannalie le
Roux, since the marking of the small enrolment
subjects were centralised in 2015, the marking
process has significantly improved. “I would like to
thank the DBE and Provincial Education Departments (PEDs) for the support. I also extend my
gratitude to the Director-General for having paid us
a visit; his presence really inspired us a lot. We are
confident that markers will continue to do a good
job and complete their consignments timeously,”
said the Centre Manger.
Ms Helen Maqubela, the Deputy Chief Education
Specialist, indicated that the approach taken by
the DBE in centralising these subjects is pivotal
because some of these subjects have added value
to the farming industry. “ Emphasis on Agricultural

Technology and Agricultural Management Practice
is important in addressing issues around food security in the country, and learners must be encouraged to offer these subjects” In addition, languages
remain the medium of all communication and are
therefore very important.
South African Sign Language Home Language
(SASL HL) will be offered in the 2018 NSC for the
first time. The DBE intends to centralize the marking of SASL HL in 2018.That will be a milestone as
the marking is intended to be done electronically.
In his address, Mr Mweli thanked all markers for
having offered their time to assist with the marking
of NSC scripts. “You are the national assets, nothing can be achieved in the education sector without
your valuable contribution and support. On behalf
of the DBE, I would like to wish you a wonderful
festive season,” said the Director-General.
The marking of more than 11193 scripts is expected
to be completed on 14 December 2017 by a total of
108 markers and a team examination assistants.
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